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Specifications  

Viscosity: 3-6 cP (25ºC)
Surface tension: 29-31 dyn/cm

Supply

600ml bags, 2 liter bags.

Lightfastness

Colours are 7/8 to 8 on woolscale. In 
normal conditions prints should be over 
2 years outdoor without fading.

Ink Type:        Mild solvent pigmented inks 

Dehesa Mari Martín 4, 28600 Navalcarnero (Madrid) Spain
Tel +34 916 421 789 - Fax +34 916 421 834

general@afford-inks.com - www.afford-inks.com

724 SERIES
 MMK-BS4

The information supplied is a result of our updated knowledge; it is supplied with good intention but under no circumstances it can be taken as a guaran-
tee. Moreover, taking into account the great diversity of printable materials, the diversity of machinery and procedures to carry out the jobs, it is the user’s 
responsibility to check the suitability of our products to obtain the objectives he desires, with the resources and procedures he has.
The user must also be make sure he complies with the current legislation, situation of patents and third party rights when applicable.
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Product Description

This ink set is designed with state of the art pigments to offer bright, vivid and 
saturated colours being a plug and play solution for machines equipped with 
original Mimaki® BS4® inks. These inks are specifically designed to be used on 
machines equipped with Epson® printheads and are reliable with minimum 
head maintenance. The inks print excellent most untreated media, such as vy-
nil, PVC, glasspack, frontlit, backlit, etc. The inks have been carefully designed 
to provide fast drying time on the media while having maximum stability on 
the printhead. They provide vibrant prints with high scuff and scratch resistan-
ce and resistance to commonly used chemicals.

We offer one of the best pricing in the industry for our customers to maximize 
their profits achieving at least the same performance and reliability than with 
the original inks.

Inks are available in Specific For-
mulation for the following Printers 
Machines equipped with Epson® head, 
such as Roland®, Mutoh®, Mimaki®... It is 
plug and play for machines with Mimaki® 
BS4®

Shelf Life 
 12 months

Technical specifications

Black                          

Cyan               

Magenta          

Yellow                       

Light Magenta                         

Light Cyan  

CLEANER                  
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